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RBH SOUND’S AWARD-WINNING SIGNATURE SERIES
WELCOMES TWO NEW ‘LCR’ MODELS
DENVER, CO – CEDIA EXPO – SEPTEMBER 6-9, 2007 – SR-15 & BOOTH 180 – RBH Sound, a
high performance home and light commercial audio products company based in Layton, Utah,
introduced two new Signature Series LCR models at the CEDIA Expo in Denver, Colorado.

The new models, the 6100-SE and 6100-SE/R, are freestanding speakers designed to be used as the
front left, center or right (LCR) channels in a home theater system, and can also be used for twochannel audio systems.

RBH Sound’s president Roger Hassing said the introduction of these new models closely follows one
of the company’s primary objectives, which is to serve their dealers’ needs. “We’ve received many
requests from our dealers for a slim freestanding center channel for larger home theater systems,” he
said. “We’ve had great success with the award-winning T-1, but our dealers needed a lower-profile
design. We’re proud to announce not one, but two answers to these requests: the 6100-SE, and its
Signature Reference cousin, the 6100-SE/R.”

Hassing said RBH Sound is very excited about introducing these two models, which “integrate the
high performance of the T-1 and like Signature In-wall models SI-6100 and SI-6100/R” into a
freestanding design allowing for easier placement in some home theaters.

What makes these line-array designs different is that they feature four proprietary aluminum cone 6½inch woofers and three 1-inch silk dome tweeters which produce high sound pressure levels and
outstanding fidelity for larger home theaters and their demanding listeners. Due to their design, these
two models can easily outperform other types of speakers when used vertically for home theaters
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featuring multi-tiered seating. The 6100-SE/R incorporates reference-grade enhancements over the
6100-SE such as aluminum cone woofers with a fixed-position phase plug. The phase plug extends
the frequency response these drivers are capable of reproducing, resulting in increased sonic
resolution. In addition, the 6100-SE/R features reference-level tweeters that employ a larger motor
structure for increased power handling and improved detail and clarity.

The 6100-SE and 6100-SE/R are built in the USA and are available in 30 beautiful, hand-finished
hardwood veneers. When used horizontally, the 6100-SE and 6100-SE/R measure only 8¾-inches
high and 11½-inches deep, but at 48-inches wide, they leave no doubt that they’re designed for
serious home theaters.

The suggested retail prices are $3,099/each for the 6100-SE, and $3,999/each for the 6100-SE/R.
Both models are available and shipping now.
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About RBH Sound
Since 1976, RBH Sound has been designing, engineering and crafting high-performance audio products,
delivering superior acoustic reproduction at sensible prices.

For more information on RBH Sound, please call (800) 543-2205 or visit www.rbhsound.com.
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